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 Brand: KingMore    Model: KMC8020 

 Main Functions: 
u Fully automatic, Recovery, Vacuuming, Charging, etc can be combined in 

random. 
u Recovered refrigerant comply with SAE J2788 standard. 
u Separate and drain old oil automatically. 
u Removes incondensable gases and moisture automatically. 

 Characteristics: 
u Deal with new gas R1234yf 
u 8''Touch screen, digital gauges, won't break easily. 
u Latest database for nearly 2000 vehicles, realize recharge at only one click 
u Fully Automatic, allowing the Technician to do other tasks. 
u Thermal Printer built-in. 
u Leak detection using refrigerant 
u Eight sensors inside ,for work tank, pressure gauges ,oil bottles etc. 

Refrigerant &Oil recharge can be measured accurately. 
u PC software shows current work progress directly. All maintenance data is 

recorded for further analysis. 

 Specifications:  

 
 
 
 

Recovery 
Speed 

Vacuum 
Speed 

Recycle 
Speed 

Charge 
Speed 

Work Tank 
Capacity 

Drier-Filter 
Capacity 

Scale 
Accuracy  

11g/s 3.2L/s 13g/s 38g/s  10kg 98kg ±1g 

LCH-AC802 A/C Service Machine is the latest product 
from LAUNCHER that fully meets SAE’s requirement for 
recovering, recycling, and recharging vehicle A/C systems 
that use the new r-1234yf gas refrigerant.

LCH-AC802 
(for r-1234yf GAS)



Functions
| Fully automatic operation

| Meets SAE J2788 recovery standards

| Separates, measures and drains old oil 

  automatically

| Removes incondensable gases and moistures 

  automatically

| Nitrogen leak test

|  8” touch screen

| Integrated printer

| Built in database of nearly 2000 vehicles

Specifications
| Recovery Speed : 11g/s | 0.388014 oz/s

| Vacuum Speed: 3.2L/s | 47.550969 gal/s 

| Recycling Speed: 13g/s | 0.458562 oz/s

| Recharge Speed: 38g/s | 1.340411 oz/s 

| Work tank Capacity: 10kg | 22 lbs 

| Drier-Filter Capacity: 98kg | 216 lbs

| Scale Accuracy: ±1g | ±0.035274 oz

| Power supply: AC110V~50/60Hz

Features
| Deal with new gas R1234yf

| 8’’ Touch screen, digital gauges, won’t break easily.

| Latest database for nearly 2000 vehicles, realize recharge at only one click

| Fully Automatic, allowing the Technician to do other tasks.

| Thermal Printer built-in.

| Leak detection using refrigerant

| Eight sensors inside, for work tank, pressure gauges, oil bottles etc. 

  Refrigerant & oil recharge can be measured accurately.

| PC software shows current work progress directly. All maintenance data is   

  recorded for further analysis.

Service Hotline
833-602-0226


